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Volleyball goes 3-0 against

Savannah's
yeti rock star

Conference Carolinas

THE INKWELfe-

Established in 1935

New printing program
helps AASU go green

Faculty, students factor in departmental budgets

By Leslie Beebe
Staff Reporter

Second article of budget series examines flow of funds toward the classroom

Editorial: The war we're

By Ann Wilson
Staff Reporter

unwilling to win

Students printing out pa
pers in Solms Hallwill notice
that a new printing system
has been put in place at the
start of the fall 2009 semes
ter.
Pharos Printing Program
is offered by Pharos Sys
tems International, Inc. that
claims their program helps
"track, monitor, audit, and
control their print and copy
assets to reduce waste and
optimize performance."
Paper waste is a huge con
cern at AASU. According to
Computer and Information
Services (CIS), "the hope is
that the new program will
help students print only the
materials they really need
to print and help reduce the
waste in paper and print
toner."
Associate Director of Card

degree programs it offers.
tional costs.
The amount of faculty There are about 165 classes
AASU receives $33 mil peeded to run the depart taught and upkeep needed
lion a year after budget cuts ment is a major factor in in Jenkins Theater, the old
Plant Operations building
that is distributed amongst determining the budget.
the university's four col
The Department of Lan- and the Armstrong Center.
leges (College of Education, g u a g e s,
"In the
"There's things we can't do. We're
College of Health Profes L11 e r a art prosions, College of Liberal t u r e getting by; we re just trying not to spend g r a m ,
we have
Arts and College of S cience and Phi
more than we have to," Cato said
and Technology) and the l o s o p h y
r o o m s
separate departments.
(LLP) has 30 full-time em that are specifically for art,"
Budget allotments for each ployees and 28 part-time. said Dr. Tom Cato art, mu
department varies based on LLP has 448 English majors sic, and theater department
head.
several factors: the amount and 94 Spanish majors.
"We have painting stu
of faculty needed to run it,
The Department of Art,
the number of s tudents, lab music, and theater's bud dios; we have to buy and
fees, travel costs and opera get has to support the three maintain easels, drawing

stands, tools for cutting,
table saws, vacuum equip
ment in one of the studios,
ceramic kilns, electric kilns.
We have to maintain all
those kinds of things, pho
tography studios, pans and
things for developing film,
dryers, washers, chemi
cal processors, the wastes,
and everything has to be
maintained and properly
disposed of, so you have to
have services that do those
things," Cato said.
They receive some ad-
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AASU celebrates 13th anniversary of AASU Day

By Brad Curran
Staff Reporter

Photo by Iiank Sharpe

Raphyel Jordan wears a costume in
support of the AMT Department.

Photo by Muona Malola

Students at the Writing Center booth karoaking to 'Independent Women" by
Destiny's Child.

Photo by Muona Malola

Participants race to reach the
top'on the rock climbing course.

Full coverage of Celebrate AASU Day 2009 can be found on page 2.

The Student Govern
ment Association (SGA)
discussed the current dif
ficulties faced by both stu
dents and campus police
(UPD) regarding student
parking on Oct. 26.
"The police department
has already issued 3200
parking tickets this year
and 1800 in just the last
month," said Sen. Aaron
Eubanks. He said, "They've
begun putting boots on
cars a week or two ago, so
this is really becoming a
problem."
Parking tickets are is
sued by UPD to students
parked on campus with
out a parking decal, which
costs $50.
Car boots can be given
to first time "offenders, but
are generally reserved for
repeat offenders.
President Tamer Amer
suggested that one pos
sible solution to the in
creased levels of parking
tickets issued to students
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Record and Zine Fair

PAGE 6
LGBT Film Festival

PAGE 7
Correction: Oct .22
The Department of Language,
Literature, and Philosophy did
not host "Richard Wright and
the Ferderal Writers' Project."

m3pus Briiefs
-

The Master of Science in
Sports Medicine program,
which specializes in strength
and conditioning, exercise
science and the prevention
and treatment of athletic
injuries, is recognized
nationally for having a highquality curriculum in the
sports medicine field.
The program is one of only
nine in the United States, one
of two in the Southeast and
the only one in Georgia to
receive this recognition.
Sports Medicine is one of
three graduate programs
offered by the Department of
Health Sciences in the AASU
college of Health Professions.
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By Brad Curran
Staff Reporter

AASU golf profiles

AASU's sports medicine
program received recognition
from the National Strength
and Conditioning Association
(NSCA).NSCA is the world's
largest organization providing
education and training for
sports performance and
condition.

Skip Schiel shares
firsthand account of
Gaza Strip conflict

SGA discusses parking
regulations and 75th
anniversary photo

PAGE 3

Sports medicine program
receives national recognition

PRINTING [PAGE 8

Amnesty International,
Initiative for Civic Engage
ment, and the Internation
al Student Organization
sponsored photojournalist
Skip Schiel of Teeksa Pho
tography on Oct. 23.
Schiel presented his
slideshow, "Gaza Stead
fast," to show his experi
ences covering the Israe
li-Palestinian conflict as
it unfolded in the Gaza
strip.
The event is part of a
tour conducted by Schiel
and his associate Dave
Matos, president of Ai
ken Peace, "a grassroots,
nonpartisan,
nonprofit
organization dedicated to
peace and social justice is
sues."
"I started giving tours
like this one back in 2003
touring college campuses,
churches, and mosques

Check Inside

l'hoto by Muona Malbla

Students engaged in a ball t oss competition
on the inflatable course.

Photo by Hank Sharpe

Cheyne Strong, political science major, saves
turtles' lives by buying a T-shirt.

Photo by Hank Sharpe

WTOC TV 11 anchor Sonny Dixon interviews AASU
President Linda M. Ble icken.

AASU College Libertarians ratify group constitution

The program also provides
the opportunity for local
professionals to take Certified
Strength and Conditioning
Specialist (CSCS) exam on
campus.

Newest political group on campus further organizes at second meeting
By Lauren Griffin
Staff Reporter &
Carmen Singleton
News Editor
news.inkwell@gmail.com

According to the national
Libertarian web site, the Lib
ertarian party is the third larg- *
est and fastest growing politi
cal party in America.
The same can besaid here at
AASU; though not an official
organization yet, the AASU
College Libertarians is the one
of th e largest political groups
on campus.
Based on the members of
their respective Facebook
groups, the Libertarians have
62 members, college repub
licans have 34 members and
college democrats have 24
members.
Founders of the group Presi
dent Matthew Moyer and Vice
President Raymond Franklin
want to raise awareness about
Iibertarianism and to create a

forum for students to discuss
freedom.
"A libertarian is someone
who believes t hat freedom is
good for its own sake," Moyer
said.
He also said they are a hy
brid of Democrats and Repub
licans.
"Republicans believe in
economic freedom and social
control whereas democrats
believe in social freedom and
economic control and libertar
ians merge from the freedom
of both groups."
Secretary Elena Fodera said
via e-mail that many people
do not know what a libertar
ian is and have become disillu
sioned by the political parties
they thought they supported.
She said that college is a time
for students to figure out what
they believe and how their
beliefs fit into the rest of t he
world.

Free meal

AASU dining services
is conducting a special
promotion for the rest of the
semester.
If students add $50.00 to
their Dining Dollars account,
Dining services will give a free
meal from their cafeteria's
buffet.
Photo by Hank Sharpe

Libertarians gather to discuss about voting privileges and number of meetings
per semasters on Oct. 14.

Fodera said the group held
their first official meeting on
Oct. 14.
She said prior to the meet
ing, there were unofficial gath
erings toward the end of the
spring 2009 semester to dis
cuss ideas, what they wanted
to see happen, and to decide

on an adviser.
They selected Assistant Pro
fessor of Philosophy Jack Sirrfmons as their adviser.
In order for the AASU Col
lege Libertarians tobecome an
official organization, they must
go be fore the Campus Union

LP I PAGE 8

Dining Dollars is a declining
account for students, faculty
and staff to use all locations
including The Pirates Food
Court, Quiznos, and the Daily
Perk.
For more information,
contact dining services at
344-2808.

t
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The Inkwell
Oct. 30: Nursing Testing in University Hall 112 from 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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ditional funding from the
Student Government Asso
ciation (SGA), ticket sales,
and sponsoring local ar
tistic organizations, such
as the Youth Symphony
Orchestra. Extra money is
also gathered by recycling
supplies used in previous
shows, classes, and for fu
ture assignments.
"There's things we can't
do. We're getting by; we're
just trying not to spend
more than we have to," Cato
said.
The Department of Mili
tary Science (ROTC) is one
of AASU's smallest, but is
growing substantially.
"The program continues
to grow. The more cadets I
have in, the more require
ments I have. This past
spring, we had only 22 con
tracted cadets and within
the program we only had
59," said Maj. Marion John
son, Jr, military science de
partment head.
"This semester, we're up
to 73 cadets, so I anticipate
an increase to 84. Every se
mester we increase, which
means we need more mon
ey," Johnson said.
ROTC offers four-year
programs that begin with
basic training and progress
to army specialization and
enlistment as an officer.
Equipment includes field
supplies such as canteens,
rucksacks, food, and wetweather gear.
Office supplies such as
printers, ink, phone lines,
maintenance,
correspon
dence and travel with the
military take up the major
ity of the department's bud
get.

Nov. 2: The 75th Anniversary Photo Shoot on the intramural fields f rom noon-i p.m.
Nov. 4: NAACP Meeting in Solms Hall 110 from 12:30 p.m.-1:45 p.m.

Week of October 29,2009

Campus Life

we

ask

you think.

Reported by Ariana Miskin
Staff Reporter

Nov. 4: CST Mathematics and Science Colloquium in University Hall 158 from 12 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
Nov. 5: Sigma Tau Delta Meeting in Gamble Hall 114 from 3:45-4:30 p.m.

Where
you what

Voices|on Campus
"Do you think it's important to get involved on campus?
Why or why not?"

Departmental cost breakdown
Each department's budget is broken down into three different
catagories, though all three are not necessarily used by each.
The departments represented here are just a few examples of how
those budgets can be distributed.
Biology: $1,603,269.53

AMT: $1,592,785.70

19 full-time and 35 part-time instructors
32$ declared majors

EE3 Operations

19 full-time and 8 part-time instructors
409 declared majors

Personal services

ROTC: $35,930.74

4 full-time instructors
73 cadets

"It's very difficult. Right
now, we're projecting re
quiring at least between
$8,000-10,000. My budget
is usually $5,000-6,000,"
Johnson said.
The Department of Biolo
gy operates with 19 full-time
faculty and eight part-time.
They have thousands of stu
dents each semester ma
joring in biology and those

Travel

LLP: $35,930.74

30 full-time and 28 part-time instructors
542 declared majors

completing their prerequi
sites. Their main source of
income is the state appro
priations from the Universi
ty System of Georgia (USG),
lab fees, and grants.
Equipment costs and lab
fees help determine how
much the department gets
and what can be purchased.
The biology department
received $86,469 during

the fiscal 2009 budget pe
riod from fee-related funds
alene. The money from the
lab fees goes toward lab
equipment and mainte
nance and stays within the
department.
"To do science, you have
to get your hands dirty. You
have to understand what it
is that science really is by
getting in the lab and do
ing science. I think we've
been real fortunate that we
haven't had to cut back in
that area," said Dr. Robert
Gregerson, biology depart
ment head.
The biology department
handles a lot of e quipment,
such as microscopes, lab
equipment, maintenance,
supplies, and other tools.
"Biology is an equipmentintensive field. In order
to teach students modern
practices, you have to have
a lot of equipment and all
kinds of things," Gregerson
said.
Grants and contracts
from external sources go to
ward supporting the depart
ment. The college of science
and technology received
$1,679,707 in grant money
during fiscal year 2008 - 58
percent of the contract and
grant funds outside of stu
dent financial aid.

"Yes it's very important. School's
about learning but it's also about
social interaction, which you can't
just be a fly on the wall."
Ismnel Soto, radiology,
sophomore

"You have to get involved on
campus because it shows school
spirit."
Jimmie Mitchell, education,
junior

"Yeah I think it's important so you can
get to know your peers and establish
friendships."
DanaeSmith, undecidedI,
freshman

"Yes, because it's a great way to
meet new people and interact with
other students on campus."
Ify Ifezulike, health science,
graduate

Get more opinions at www.theinkwellonline.com

Six by Six

Six students answer in six words.

"How do you show your school spirit?"

For the next installment
of this budget-focused
series, look for next week's
edition of T he Inkwell.
To catch up with
the series, check out
our archive online at
theinkwellonline.com

"I do not show school spirit."
Jessie Ashurst, undecided,
freshman

"Wear all of my AASU shirts."
CiemBoyd, chemistry,
senior

"I attend intramural sports at AASU."
Haley Snow, English communications,
junior

"I always wear my celebrate shirts."
Oscar Crosby, history,
senior

"I go to the basketball games."
Katherine Williams, nursing,
sophomore

"I honk for AASU every moment."
Robert Vickery, biology,
freshman

Do you agree? Or are they way off? Visit www.theinkwellonline and click the
Campus Life tab, then weigh in with your opinion on this week's topics.

nalism to Israeli-Palestin
ian conflict because I had
wanted to get involved and
and showing my slideshow do something about that
of my experiences in the situation, and I f elt I could
Gaza Strip, to try to spread really only do that by actu
awareness of the situation. ally traveling there and see
Then two years ago, I met ing it for myself."
Dave Matos and we've been
Schiel said that his pre
collaborating ever since."
sentation, which at times
Schiel's slideshow is one contains graphic footage of
of four that he gives as part men, women and children
of h is tour. The other three caught in the crossfire of the
are "Bethlehem the Holy," conflict created by, is meant
"Hydropolitics of Palestine to fill the void of informa
and Israel" and "Quakers in tion about the conflict left
Palestine."
out by the American media,
Schiel said that the pur which Schiel sees as being
pose of "Gaza Steadfast" is unfairly slanted against
to relay his account of the Palestine and pro-Israeli.
Gaza conflict that he's ex
"The American media, by
perienced during numer and large, doesn't show the
ous trips he has taken to the story from the Palestinians
Middle East, often living perspective, which is my in
with Palestinian friends.
tention with 'Gaza Steadfast'
"I first got into photogra and my other slideshows.
phy when I was seven years And think about this: the
old when my father gave most common phrase the
me my first camera, but I American people hear from
was actually an indepen the media and our elected
dent filmmaker for fifteen leaders about this conflict is
years. After that had run 'Terrorist group Hamas,' so
its course, I began to renew it's definitely very pro-Is
my passion for photography rael and one-sided," Schiel
and I've been doing it con said.
sistently since 1990," Schiel
Hamas, which in an ac
said.
ronym for Harakat al"I decided to apply my Muqawamat al-Islamiyyah
background in photojour (Arabic for "Islamic Resis-

GAZA |

SGA |
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would be the creation of a
blanket campus access fee.
"That might be one pos
sible solution, because
it would be a very small
amount, about $7 altogeth
er, and it would benefit the
entire student body."
Other business included
the discussion of the up
coming "75" photo, which
commemorates the 75th
anniversary of AASU's col
legiate history.
During that time, it has
also been known as Arm
strong Junior College, Arm

strong College of Savannah,
and Armstrong State Col
lege.
The photo will be taken
from a bird's eye view at
noon on the intramurals
fields on Monday, Nov. 2,
and will feature students
grouped together in the for
mation of a "75."
Participating students are
asked to wear red or maroon
shirts for the photo.
The photo will also be
subsequently posted on the
AASU web site in 2010 to
commemorate the afore
mentioned anniversary of

tance Movement") has
been the majority party
of t he Palestinian Parlia
ment since June 2007,
and has been the gov
erning force of the Gaza
strip since then; howev
er, it is classified by both
the United States and the
European Union as a ter
rorist organization.
Schiel also said that his
efforts to balance out the
pro-Israeli slant in his
ongoing tours has met
with both praise and crit
icism, but that the latter
is usually outweighed by
the former.
"I meet, people oppos
ing my point of view a
lot when I give my slideshow; in particular, a lot
of Zionists accuse me
of being slanted to the
Palestinian side of the
conflict. However, the
response I receive, for
the most part, is usually
fairly warm. In fact, to
night's at AASU was par
ticularly warm."
For more information
on Schiel's tours and
documentation of the
Gaza conflict, his blog
and other works can be
viewed at www.skipschiel.wordpress.

the university.
As the entire SGA will
be participating in the
event, no SGA meeting
will take place on Mon
day, Nov. 2. However,
with the possibility of
rain on that date, Nov. 4
has also been scheduled
as a possible backup date
should weather condi
tions obstruct the photo.
The budget of the SGA
stands at $4,570.42
The next SGA meeting
will be Nov. 8 in Solms
Hall 108 from noon-i
p.m.

Photo by Hank Sharpe

AASU st udents receive free shirts by showing their AASU P irates Card on Celebrate AASU D ay on Oct. 21.

Another successful year of'celebrating'AASU
By Caroline Bond
Staff Reporter

The campus was covered
with sunshine, the smell of
hot dogs, and popcorn on
Oct. 21; this day marked
the 13th anniversary of Cel
ebrate AASU Day.
Students; faculty and staff
joined in the festivities all
day starting at 11:50 a.m.
and continuing until 6 p.m.
that evening.
Many noticed that the,
location of Celebrate was
moved this year to include
the field between Burnett
Hall and Science Drive.
Director of Student Ac
tivities A1 Harris said this
change provided a better
grouping for booths and inflatables, as well as created
interest for those driving
down Abercorn Street. The
space also accommodated
the larger expanse of. Cel
ebrate.
"Celebrate was definitely
larger this year in terms of
attendance and number of
booths," said Barbara Erwin,
chair of the Celebrate and
homecoming committee.
"We had to start a waiting

list for booth registration be
cause we have so many new
organizations on campus,"
Erwin said.
Many booths held raffles
or bake sales to raise funds
for their organization. Many
also had specific causes for
which they wanted to raise
awareness.
The Staff Advisory Coun
cil, along with Georgia Pow
er, had a "Making' Maroon
Green" theme. They passed
out fluorescent bulbs as long
as students signed a promise
to reduce their carbon foot
print.
Students could hold Diamondback Terrapins at the
TERPS and Biology Club
booth. AASU is currently
home to some of these tur
tles.
Sigma Tau Delta, the Eng
lish Honors Society, em
braced their initials with
their "STD-The Good Kind"
themed booth. The group
promoted literacy and safe
sex by passing out free con
doms with literary quotes on
the back.
The Department of Art,

Music, and Theatre had a
large Mardi Gras themed
booth. The booth was com-,
prised of the Masquers,
Design Matters, Collegiate
Music Educators Nation
Conference (CMENG), Phi
Mu Alpha, and Ceramics.
Alex Hearn, a theatre major,
helped with the booths many
free-craft projects.
"I loved the idea of one co
hesive theme, and hope to
do it again next year," Hearn
said.
Marketing and Communi
cations wanted students to
be a part of their "Making
Your Mark" theme by offer
ing free sidewalk chalk. This
coincides with AASU's 75th
anniversary photo to be tak
en Nov. 2 in the intramural
field.
Celebrate is a year in the
making and is set up by
CUB, SGA, a Celebrate Com
mittee, and volunteers.
"The overall goal of Cel
ebrate is to have fun," Erwin
said. "It's the one day when
everybody comes together to
support and 'celebrate' the
university."

The Inkwell
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Week of October 29,2009

EDITORIALS
& OPINIONS

The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must be
signed. E-mail your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu.
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

Why it matters

The war we're unwilling to win

Coming in third
By Luke Farmer
Web Editor

As we have seen in the last
three presidential elections,
getting your people orga
nized is an exceedingly pow
erful political tool. Creating
large groups of like-minded
people, such as political par
ties, who will hold rallies,
knock on doors and spread
your message, is all but es
sential to win political office.
In the U.S., however, if
your political philosophy
precludes you from being a
member of either the Demo
cratic or Republican parties
you will have a much harder
time winning a race.
We have a "first past the
post" electoral system at all
levels of our state and fed
eral government, meaning
that when all the votes are
counted, whoever has the
most is the guy who gets the
office, even if the most is only
a small percentage of the
total vote count. Because of
this system, it is much more
effective for large groups of
relatively like-minded people
to form, thus usually giving
voters a clear choice between
two overall ideologies.
Over the years, political
parties have risen and fallen
in the U.S., but, for the most
part, we've always had two
major contenders. When a
new one comes along, it is
usually focused on one issue

that gets adopted by one of
the big parties and then the
group gets absorbed into it.
The Libertarian Party,
however, is trying to chal
lenge this usual model. They
have been around for some
time, and their popularity is
growing, albeit slowly. So far,
they have resisted attempts
by the major parties to co-opt
them. In fact, there are many
more people leaving both the
Democratic and Republican
parties for the Libertarians
than the opposite.
We see this growing
strength in the relatively
large College Libertarian Par
ty on campus. By-and-large
libertarians tend to have a
firm handle on what they be
lieve and advocate because
as a small third party in a two
party system, it takes a very
conscious choice to join a po
litical group that likely won't
see power any time soon.
A large group of AASU
students have (presumably)
done this, and as I person
ally know several of them, I
can vouch for at least those
few. This low-level organiza
tion is absolutely key to being
a serious political contender
in the US, and, at least at
AASU, they are way ahead of
the game.

Luke Farmer's views are his own and do not necessarily represent
those of The Inkwell Editorial Board.
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was a joint NATO force that
evicted the Taliban from
power, and it was the same
NATO fo rce that assisted in
putting a new government in
place. The new government

risk option asked for 40,000
troops. This isthe option that
McChrystal favors, and the
Something weird hap
one
being presented as the
pened during our war in Af
favorite
in most major media
ghanistan. We messed up.
markets.
It's plausible that it
There's no other way to put
could
go
into effect almost
it. Gen. Stanley A. Mc
Chrystal, the commander We appear boxed into sending overnight; between the
of ground troops in Af. ArnL._n:ct_n Army and the Marines, the
ghanistan, said in an 4U,UUU tF00pS TO nTgNafil5lan. military is capable of sending 40,000 troops to Af
Aug. 30 memo to De
fully
came
to
fruition
at
the
ghanistan
within six months
fense Secretary Robert
of
an
order.
end
of
2004,
when
Hamid
M. Gates that the U.S.
McChrystal's low-risk op
needs to send 40,000 Karzai was elected president.
more troops to Af Many of th e people who ran tion calls for somewhere be
ghanistan. With this against him in that election tween 60,000 and 80,000
strategic maneuver, boycotted the vote, accusing troops, depending on which
according to Mc Karzai of fraud; an outside sources one listens to. Re
Chrystal, the U.S. agency did, in fact, find evi gardless, the U.S. simply
military would dence of fraud, but decided doesn't have the troop num
only be at medi that it didn't affect the over bers to do that without ex
tending tours of duty, and
um risk for mis all outcome of the election.
Karzai's government came even then the military would
sion failure,
as
opposed together slowly, but much of need to vastly increase its re
to the appar its credibility was lost in the sources—and its recruitment
ently com aftermath of the second set numbers—to support those
plete fail of Afghani elections, which troop levels long-term.
We appear boxed into
ure they're took place on Aug. 30. Karzai
h e a d e d appeared to win these elec sending 40,000 troops to
for right tions, but nearly a thirdof his Afghanistan. Anything less
now. The votes were deemed fraudu than that, after the McChrys
c it i z e ns lent and thrown out. A runoff tal memo, would be outright
of
the election will be held on Nov. disrespect to the military. It
U.S. may 7 between Karzai and his big would also be a baffling po
not care gest political rival, Abdul litical move from an Obama
a b o u t lah Abdullah. While Karzai administration that, to this
m i s s i o n seems destined to lose, Ab point, has played things from
f a i l u r e dullah's actual political views a fairly logical perspective.
The problem is—according
anymore: are very similar to Karzai's,
a Sept. 15 and it seems unlikely that his to McChrystal—we still run a
CNN
poll stance toward U.S.-Afghan medium risk of fa ilure. That
showed that relations will be drastically means that our military pres
ence, combined with the Af
only 39% of different.
To put things bluntly, Af ghan army we are building
U.S. citizens are
in favor of contin ghanistan is in the midst of a to support the government,
ued war in Afghani civil war. The Taliban—and, is roughly the equal to the
by extension, al Qaeda—are Talibani presence, and this
stan.
What happened? Remem attempting to gain control conflict could continue for
ber how, not even six months of the country. The major several years simply because
after the September 11 at ity of Afghani citizens don't we are evenly matched foes.
tacks, NATO successfully want the Taliban to have that What McChiystal didn't state
eliminated Taliban rule in power. Neither does the rest in his memo might be plainly
every major Afghani city?
obvious: our current strat
Nobody else does, ei Our interest in the area was in egy is failing in Afghani
ther. After a successful
eliminating al Qaeda. What we stan.
year in Afghanistan, our
This is a war that we
country shifted its focus found was that al Qaeda was need to win. Inorder to ac
complish our greater goal,
to the eradication ofSadd
running the country. We've the elimination of global
am Hussein. Our war in
we must flush
Afghanistan became sec
successfully chased them out of terrorism,
the extremists out of Afondary. The Taliban took
advantage of our weak power
now, all that's left is to gha nistan. It seems highly
ness and regrouped, and
unlikely that 40,000 adWipe them off the map.
ditional troops will finish
have come back as a wellorganized force capable
the job; what's more likely
of i nflicting serious damage. of the world. Nearly every is that the 40,000 troops will
McChrystal appears spooked major terrorist attack in the do little but preserve the sta
last decade and a half can be tus quo. It would be in all of
-and with good reason.
Let's go over a few basics traced back to Afghanistan; our best interest if the Presi
before continuing. Our war specifically, to the training dent listened to his general
in Afghanistan, specifically, grounds controlled by the and sent 80,000 troops to
is with the Taliban, a radical Taliban and al Qaeda.
Afghanistan. Yes, this means
Islamic group who ran Af
Our interest in the area the potential for more U.S.
ghanistan from 1996'until we was in eliminating al Qae lives to be lost. It also shows
evicted them from power in da. What we found was that that the U.S. is fully commit
2001. There are two branch al Qaeda was running the ted to the success of its mili
es of the Taliban-the Af country. We've successfully tary, and, more importantly,
ghani branch and a Pakistani chased them out of power- the success of the war on ter
branch. It's believed that the now, all that's left is to wipe rorism.
majority of high-ranking Tal them off the map.
The Obama administration
It's not an easy thing to do, has raised a number of un
iban officials reside in Paki
something Gen. McChrys comfortable questions since
stan.
Osama bin Laden was stay tal is learning the hard way. taking control of the White
ing with the Taliban when His Aug. 30 memo to Gates House in January. The con
the September 11 attacks oc expressed concern over the flict in Afghanistan forces
curred, and it was from that Taliban's fighing capabilities, Obama to answer some of
nation that he controlled the and outlined three different the toughest questions yet.
day-to-day operations of al directions our strategy could How committed are. we to
Qaeda. After the Taliban's take. His first option asked eliminating the threat of
fall from power, it's unclear for 20,000 troops, and was al Qaeda? Are we commit
where Opma bin Laden described as putting the U.S. ted enough to take the steps
went. In the ensuing power at high risk for mission fail necessary to ensure victory?
vacuum, Talibani leadership ure in Afghanistan-which is And—if we are not going to
and al Qaedic leadership to say, our government loses, take the steps necessary to
have become nearly one and and the Taliban controls Af ensure a victory over al Qae
ghanistan. There's no way da—then what exactly are we
the same.
It's important to note that this would be allowed to hap fighting for?
the U.S. is not alone in its pen.
McChrystal's
mediumfight against the Taliban. It
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SPORTS

Week of October 29,2009

Oct. 29: Soccer vs. Flagler 3:30 p.m.
Oct. 30: Women's tennis at Baylor Invitational @ Waco, Texas

Nov. 1: Women's tennis at Baylor Invitational @ Waco, Texas

Women's tennis at Landings Invitational @ Savannah, Ga.
Volleyball vs. Lander 7 p.m.
Oct. 31: Women's tennis at Baylor Invitational @ Waco, Texas
Women's tennis at Landings Invitational @ Savannah, Ga.
Soccer at King (Tenn.) 1 p.m.
Volleyball vs. USC Aiken 3 p.m.

Nov. 4: Volleyball at Flagler 7 p.m.

Women's tennis at Landings Invitational @ Savannah, Ga.

Pirates volleyball goes three-for-three against Conference Carolinas

I

Photos by Hank Sharpe
Sophomore Torrie Bevolo jumps to spike the ball over the net against King on Oct. 24,

Photos by Hank Sharpe
From left,Galina Podolsky from St. Andrews fails to spike the ball over the net when Junior Brendyce Budd and
Freshman Kathrin Standhardinger block the ball on Oct. 24.

AASU completes undefeated weekend, downs King in three

Pirates steamroll Knights on second day of tournament action

By Margo Rose
Staff Reporter

By Luke Armstrong
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

The AASU volleyball team
defeated

the

Tornados

game with a match-high five

mental mistakes held AASU

aces and 15 digs.

back. But the Pirates got it

of

The Pirates held off the

King College (Tenn.) on Oct.

Tornados allowing the exact

24 to finish the 2009 Peach

same number of points as the

Belt Conference (PBC)/Con-

first

ference Carolinas Crossover

win at 25-17.

back together in the end and
won the set 25-12.

set to take a second set

Despite a bit of sloppy play

rates came alive in the sec

kill of the match, the Pirates

ond set as they quickly went

went on a 14-2 run to take an

UP

easy 25-12 win to wrap up

9"3 forcing St. Andrews to

and a slow start from host

call a timeout and try to re

Brendyce Budd led the way

team AASU, the Pirates took

group. But there was nothing

offensively for AASU in the

an easy 3-0 victory over the

St. Andrews could do to stop

commented

match hitting .474 with 11

Knights of St. Andrews Pres

the momentum of AASU.

effort in their first

the match.
After the match, Condon
on

his

team's
of two

with an unbeaten 3-0 record

The game was a seemingly

kills on 19 attacks and three

byterian College in the sec

The Pirates out scored the

over the weekend in tourna

easy victory for the Pirates as

digs. Kristin Standhardinger

ond match of the 2009 Peach

Knights 25-14 in the second,

ment play.

they continued to be in con

was also rock steady upping

Belt Conference (PBC)/Con-

a set that was capped off by

start in the first

trol of the last set.

her assists per set average

ference Carolinas Crossover

an ace from Torrie Bevolo.

beginning part of the second.

as she picked up 32 against

on Oct. 24.

The Pirates were so domi

We were just giying up points

nant

that they forced the-

off of easy plays," Condon

This was the second match
of a double header played by

However, communication

the Pirates, who were hosting

seemed to get lost and in

the tournament.

turn many simple errors and

•King.

The depth and experience

matches of the day.
"I think we got off to a slow
set and the

of the Pirate volleyball team

Knights into a -.053 hitting

said. "Midway into the sec

An

was probably the deciding

percentage.

ond and through the third,

drew's earlier in the day 25-

factor over the much shorter

The third set proved to

17, 25-14, 25-12, then made

bench of the Knights as AASU

be more of the same as the

Condon especially wanted

their way to a dominant vic

ripped off a 25-17, 25-14, 25-

Knights tried to stay neck and

to point out the play of Mi

tory over King. The Pirates

12 straight sets win.

AASU

defeated

St.

won all three sets against the

In the first

set, the two

they played really well."

neck with the Pirates, getting

chelle Remlinger, who played

within one point at 11-10.

a fantastic match getting a

Tornados with an impressive

teams traded off points as

AASU went on a huge run

.765 hitting percentage with

25-17, 25-17, 25-15 finish.

neither team was separated

sparked off by a kill from Ni

14 kills on 17 attacks and only

cole Yates. After Yates' only

one error in the match.

set, the two

by more than two points until

teams seemed to be evenly

In the first

the Pirates took a three point

matched to start out. King

lead at 12-9.

didn't help out their own

With AASU up by five,

cause; however, as four sepa

17-

12, during a timeout Pirate

rate players were responsible

head

for service errors in the set.

could be over heard telling

coach

Will

Condon

But with neither team hit

his team, rather emphatical

ting well, AASU hitting .243

ly, to "stop giving them easy

as a team and King hitting

points."

.156, the set and the match

His

message

must

have

looked as though it was go

sunk in because AASU out-

ing to come down to who

scored St. Andrews 10-5 to

made the least amount of

finish

mistakes.

mental miscues.

In the second set, the Pi
rates got off to a slow start,
down 7-2 early in the set. But

Junior Brendyce Budd goes up to collect one of her 11 kills against a King
defender on Oct. 24.

they still showed enthusiasm

AASU de f. King (Tenn.) 3-0
Individual leaders

great

skills,

communication

which

helped

them

come screaming back to a
20-12 lead.
The comeback was in part
thanks to the five

service

aces from the Pirates; four
straight coming from Torrie
Bevolo and one from Casey
Howett. Bevolo finished

the

25-17

4

25-17

having to the height of St.

25-15

AASU def. St. Andrews 3-0

were so much higher than

year.
Unfortunately

for

Knights, the first

Kills

Morgan Machen - 6

Assists

Katie Fleming -14

Digs

Rachel Harding-11

Torrie Bevolo-15

Match results for Oct. 24-11 a.m.
Individual leaders

rates have faced so far this

Vs.

Freshman Kathrin Standhardinger gently taps the ball over the defense
against St. Andrews on Oct. 24.

Andrews sets, because they
other opponents that the Pi

Brendyce Budd -11
Kristin Standhardinger - 32

Condon attributed some of
the problems that AASU was

Match results for Oct. 24 - 2 p.m.

and

the set in spite of some

the

set would

4

be the high point for St. An

Michelle Remlinger -14
Kristin Standhardinger - 33

then on.

It looked as though the Pi

25-14

25-12

w

Vs.

drews as it was all-downhill
from

25-17

Kills

Bolwerk & Podolsky - 6

Assists

Kelly Stine -14

Digs

Erica Davis -10

Casey Howett -12

Pirates open PBC/Conference Carolinas Crossover with bang, dominate Conference Carolinas' leader Pfeiffer 3-0
put the Pirates up 23-20, and
back-to-back kills by Amy

the Falcons' timeout, the Pi

forced a

Birkemeier, who also had a

rates went on a 17-5 run, and

The

set-high nine kills.

sealed the set victory with an

straight out of their timeout

ace serve.

to tie the game at 23-23.

The Pirates took their first
lead at 15-14, and from

there

The Pirates continued their

the two squads began to trade

hot streak into the third set.

Standhardinger

wrapped up, but the mis

game

takes from

spike; it was her ninth kill of
the match.

set as there

20-15 lead, AASU

the first

rates took the set on their

within three. Then the Fal

in two days. "It's a short

third set point.

cons began to show signs of

turnaround, but we've been

life as they got within one,

preparing all week," Condon

21-20.

said, showing confidence in

set gave the im

play a tight match all the way

A kill from

Casie Richards

were wrong.
ond set. The Pirates made

The start of the 2009 Peach

mistakes, like sending a pow

eout.

Individual leaders

Belt Conference/Conference

erful spike wide and out of

no errors, and hit a tremen
dous .727. Sophomore Casey

Carolinas Volleyball Cross

bounds and hitting the ball

better choices and less mis

Howett denied the Falcons

over began as AASU defeated

straight into the net, held

takes,"

any opportunity to score, and

the

AASU back at the start of the

ter the timeout, the Pirates

match.

started to roll.

Carolinas'

Oct. 23.
The Pirates won in straight
sets: 28-26, 25-8, 26-24.

On the other hand, the Fal

AASU

answered

scored six digs.
With the Pirates up 7-3

their

of three games

his team's preparation.

Match results for Oct. 23

enough, and called a tim

Conference

The game against Pfeiffer

through. Those impressions

to get into a rhythm. Mental

leading Pfeiffer Falcons on

the

off-speed

was the first

AASU def. Pfieifer

Af

an

Two consecutive errors by

AASU dominated the sec

said.

with

Kathrin
ended

the Pirates put the Falcons

coach Will Condon had seen

Condon

standout,

though, for AASU as the Pi

first set, the Pirates struggled

"I just told them to make

set began

to show up again.

man

Third time was the charm,

pression the two teams would

Pirate head

Pirates ~ tw o

With a

The first

up a 13-7 lead.

the

match points before, fresh

seemed to have the match

to win the first

At the beginning of the

took

three

points. The margin never got

were a total of five set points.

By Kendall Jackson
Staff Reporter

It

scored

above two points.
Each team had their chance

Photo by Hank Sharpe
Senior Amy Birkemeier led AASU along with junior Brendyce Budd with 12 kills against Pfeiffer on Oct. 23.

Falcon's timeout.

Falcons

Pfeiffer opted to call a tim

4

3-0 28-26

25-8

26-24

Vs.

Birkemeier & Brendyce -12

Kills
Assists

Vanessa Gerig - 26

Digs

Lauren Dickens - 8

cons looked sharp, within a

coach's call, and went on

eout, but nothing could stop

Kristin Standhardinger - 39

matter of minutes they built

a 7-1 ruji with impressive

AASU's momentum. Out of

Casey Howett -12

Brittany Djckens -1
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The Inkwell

omen s golfer wants to build a stronger program

Savannah
native Car
rie George
works hard
to help bet
ter the AASU
women's
golf
team .
and her own iilZ
—
™°to courtesy Of
individual S p < > r t s C «""..uni c a ti 0 ns
efforts this season.
George has been playinggolf
tor mne years. For her the big
gest role models she has are
her mother and father.
My mom has always been
like super mom to me as I was
growing up. No matter what I
needed she was there. My dad
Pla>'s a huge role in my life.

CIO

With his busy work schedule,
he always made time to coach
my brother and myself in all
the different sports we played,"
she said.
"But the thing that makes
my parents a true role model to
me, is that nomatter howwell I
do, theywill always support me
and they will always be there
for me," George said.
Off the course, George is the
typical well-rounded student.
Currently majoring in health
science, she wants towork with
athletes one day.
Growing up in Savannah,
Ga., she didn't have to go too
far to continue to playthe sport
she loves at a colligate level.
"Being close to home played

Pirate cross-country finishes
8th at PBC Championships

CourtPSV
Courtesy nf
of

Sports Communications

PEMBROKE, N.C. - The
AASU men's cross-country
team wrapped up its first
season of competition since
1999 with an eighth place
finish at the 2009 Peach
Belt Conference Champion
ships at Luther Britt Park in
Pembroke, N.C.
Columbus State Univer
sity (24) captured the 2009
conference title over Clay
ton State University (49).
Host University of North
Carolina at Pembroke (72)
finished third followed
by North Georgia College
and State University (137),
Georgia College and State
University (139), Flagler
College (148), Francis Mar

a role in choosing AASU, but tional, the LRC/Myrtle Beach
it wasn't the only factor that Intercollegiate, she led the Pi
went into the decision. I also rates individually with a 3-overfelt comfortable with the golf par 75 beating her career best
program and the future it has low of 78.
This also contributed to the
ahead of it,"she said.
The women's golfteam seems team's combined score of 31 5,
to have a bright future ahead which was made in that tour
of it. Much like the men's golf nament. This score topped the
team, which was established in program's record.
The things she enjoys most
2001, the women's team takes
steps to better the team each about the women's golf team
year and looks to compete for is traveling and the friendships
the program's first Peach Belt that she has made. George's
Conference Championship this goal for the program this year
is to win a tournament.
year.
The team is looking to stay
With high expectations,
George, the standout player, on right track for that as they
has continued to excel each play at the Flagler College Slam
Oct. 26-27.
year on the course.
At AASU's previous invita

Pirates' Plundei
AASU Sports Trivia, previews and more

By Luke Armstrong
Sports Editor, sports.inkweil@gmail.com

AASU Sports Trivia
1.) Prior to 1999, how many times has the AASU vol
leyball program had a 20+ win season?
2.) Since 1999 the Pirates volleyball squad has had
only one non-winning season in the PBC. When was it?
3.) Before the current seven-game winning streak
what was the volleyball teams longest winning streak
this season?
4.) What is the most wins an AASU volleyball team has
gotten in a single season?
5.) Since joining the PBC in 1991 what is the AASUvol
leyball programs worst season, record-wise?

Check your answers at the bottom of the page.

USC Beaufort wins dual cross-country meet with AASU
Courtesy of
Sports Communications

45:14-80.

With no seniors on the
squad, AASU will return all
of its runners for the 2010
season.

HARDEEVILLE, S.C. The University of South
Carolina Beaufort (USCB)
men's cross country team
picked up a 22-33 dual
meet victory over AASU on
Oct. 21 at Sgt. Jasper Park
in Hardeeville, S.C.
The Sand Sharks placed
first, second, third, fifth,
seventh, and 11th with
their counted runners for
22 points, while the Pirates
placed forth, sixth and
ninth, 10th, and 15th for 33
points.
Mark "Stuy" Lewis fin
ished fourth overall out of
the 22 competitors who
ran with a time of 19:00
over the 5K course to lead
the Pirates. David Prussia
finished sixth with a time
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Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
Freshman Mark "Stuy" Lewis comes in f ourth against USCB on Oct. 21.

of 1 9:09, followed by Justin
Branan, who finished ninth
in a time of 20:19.
Marc Savioli finished 10th
with a time of 20:20, while
Omar Clarke rounded out the
Pirate runners with a time of
24:42, finishing 15th.
The dual meet was the fi-

nal tune-up for the Pirates
as they headed to the 2009
Peach Belt Conference Cross
country Championships on
Oct. 24, in Pembroke, N.C.
It will be AASU's f irst con
ference championship meet
since the 1999 season.

Sophomore golfer Matthew Motes wants to take his leadership to higher level
By Andrew Manning
Staff Reporter

Matthew Motes is a soph
omore and member of the
AASU men's golf team. Born
in Augusta, Ga., on August
24, 1989 he gained interest
in the game of golf at a very
young age.
While watching his neigh
bors leave to go play golf on a
regular basis, he became in
trigued to know what was so
enjoyable about the game.
Eventually he approached
his neighbors, to ask if he

could tag along one after
noon. The rest, as they say, is
history.
Growing up in town that
hosts one of the PGA's four
majors, The Masters Tourna
ment, it is easy to see why he
was influenced by golf.
Motes was able to attend
his first Master's in 2001.
From then on, he- knew his
ambition was to play golf.
He played five years for the
Augusta Christian Schools
Lions along with fellow golf
er Parker Gordon, a junior on

Pirates volleyball notches 20th win
Courtesy of
Sports Communications

CARROLLTON, Ga. - The
AASU volleyball squad earned
its 20th win of the season with
a 3-0 victory at the University
of West Georgia (UWG) on
Oct. 27 in Carrollton, Ga.
The Pirates won in straight
sets 25-16,25-12,25-13.
The seventh straight win
for the Pirates (20-7) means
that AASU has now won 20 or
more matches in 10 of its last
11 seasons, while the Wolves
of UWG (1 0-16) suffered their
fifth loss out of its last six
matches.
AASU hit .348 as a team,
while also collecting eight
blocks on the night. Senior
Marina Marinova led all play
ers with 11 kills, hi tting .321-

Freshman Kathrin Standhardinger hit .667 with nine
kills and just one error in 12
attacks, while fellow freshman
Kristin Standhardinger tal
lied 30 assists and five blocks.
Sophomore Casey Howett led
all players with 17 digs defen
sively.
UWG hi t just .020 for the
match and were led by Mary
K. Krueger's eight kills and Ellie Murphy's 17 assists and 15
digs.
The Pirates return to action
on Oct. 30, with a 7 p.m. Peach
Belt Conference volleyball
match against Lander - it will
be "Dress Like A Pirate" night
where fans that come to the
match as Pirates will be en
tered into a drawing for a Best
Buy gift card.

Lady Pirates finish 12th at Flagler College Slam
Sophomore Kim Knox card
ed the day's best round for the
ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla.-The Pirates on Oct. 27 with an 80
AASU women's golf squad to finish tied for 32nd individ
ually with a 162 total. Junior
shot a final-round 335 011 Oct.
Carrie
George shot an 82 and
27 to finish in 12th place at the
also finished tied for 32nd at
Flagler College Slam, played at
the World Golf Village's Slam 162. Freshman Kelly Pearce
shot a final-round 85 and fin
mer & Squire course in St. Au
ished tied for 45th with a 164
gustine, Fla.
First-round leader Saint total.
Junior Sarah Johns shot an
Leo University shot a second88 on Oct. 27 to finish tied for
round 316 on the day for a
66th with a 172 total. Sopho
two-day 617 total, capturing
more Victoria Benett rounded
the team title by five strokes
out the Lady Pirate scoring
over Embry-Riddle University
with a second-round 89, fin
(622). Barry University ( 623),
ishing tied for 72nd with a 174
Belmont Abbey College ( 626)
total.
and Lynn University ( 31)
The Flagler College Slam
rounded out the top five.
wraps up the fall schedule for
The Pirates (660) remained the Lady Pirates. AASU will
in 12th place after the final
return to competition in Feb
round of play in the 19-team
ruary.
field.
Courtesy of

Sports Communications

the AASU men's team.
Motes was a well-rounded
and accomplished player
finishing third at the Augus
ta City Amateur golf tour
nament as a senior in high
school in 2008.
Because of his prowess on
the greens, Motes came to
AASU on an athletic schol
arship through the golf pro
gram.
"I like the campus, love
Savannah, and it's better for
me financially to attend and
play golf for Armstrong," he
said.
And he definitely took his
leadership in high school
to another level in college,
leading the team with 73.7
average strokes per round.
Being a leader on the
team, Motes understands

Volleyball:
Oct. 30

^

ion University (174) and
AASU (250).
Mark "Stuy" Lewis led
the Pirates by finishing in
47th place with a time of
33;H-57 over the 8K course,
his fastest time of the year.
David Prussia finished in
49th place with a time of
33:51-36, followed by Justin
Branan, who finished 50th
with a time of 34:40.15.
Marc Savioli finished
in 51st place after a time
of 39:07.48, while Omar
Clarke rounded out the
AASU finishers by plac
ing 53rd with a time of

On the horizon

the importance of the off
season. Hard work and a lot
of time should be spent in
practice during the off-season in order to continue to
improve your game.
"I need to putt better...
striking the ball feels re
ally good this year in these
first few tournaments, I just
couldn't finish it off with
putts," Motes said. "The
head coach is doing some
great recruiting and the Pi
rates should only get better
from here. We just need to
get everybody to play good at
the same time and to be more
consistent."
Motes is still undecided
about his major. He sees
himself working as a teach
ing pro at a golf course just to
start out.

Vs. Lander
Last time they played AASUSept. 18 W 3-1
Record as of Oct 27:17-10
(5-5 PBC)
Oct. 31

Vs. USC Aiken
Last time they played AASU Sept. 19 L 3-1
Records as of Oct. 27:13-13
(5-5 PBC)
Nov. 4

Photo courtesy of Sports
Communications

"It may not be a long term
thing, but if it gets my feet in
the door, and I can go a lot
of di fferent ways with it," he
said.

Vs. Flagler
Last time they played AASU Sept. 30 L 3-1
Record as of Oct. 27:21-8
(8-1 PBC)

Soccer:
Oct. 29

Burton notches 8th career hat trick in 5-1 win at UNCP
Courtesy of
Sports Communications

PEMBROKE, N.C. - Se
nior Kristin Burton reg
istered her eighth career
hat trick as the AASU
women's soccer squad
picked up a 5-1 Peach Belt
Conference (PBC) victory
over the University of
North Carolina at Pem
broke (UNCP) on Oct. 24
in Pembroke, N.C.
With the win, the Pi
rates (11-3-3, 7-2 PBC)
have clinched a firstround home match in the
upcoming PBC Champi
onships, while UNC Pem
broke (8-7-1, 3-5-1 PBC)
remains tied with a group
of three other schools for
the final two spots in the
eight-team field.
The five goals scored by
the Pirates are the most
given up by a UNC Pem
broke squad in a streak
of 6 0 matches, since then
No. 3 Tusculum defeated
the Braves, 5-0, on Oct.
16, 2006.

Burton got the scor
ing started off in the
match's second minute as
she took the ball from a
UNCP defender, broke in
on Braves keeper Rea Segoviano and beat her with
the shot to put the Pirates
up, 1-0.
In the 25th minute,

Burton then delivered on a
free kick from 25 yards out,
beating Segoviano for a 2-0
lead that the Pirates would
take into halftime.
The 63rd minute started a
flurry of action as freshman
Morgan Mitchell headed in
a goal off a Burton corner
kick, putting AASU up, 3-0.
Just three minutes later,
however, UNCP would find
the net on a bizarre se
quence.
A foul whistled against
UNCP on AASU goalkeeper
Meghan Mayvill'e stopped
play, but with players tan
gled up in the box, Mayville
was found guilty of shoving
another UNCP player, and
the center official awarded
a penalty kick to the Braves
as a result.
UNCP defender Fanny
Forsman converted on the
penalty kick in the 66th
minute to cut the AASU
lead to 3-1.
Under three minutes
later, however, Burton an
swered with an unassisted
goal in the 69th minute to
collect the hat trick and put
the Pirates back up by three
goals.
Bjorg
Magnea
Olafs
capped the scoring on the
night by heading in a goal
off of a Danielle Fey corner
kick in the 73rd minute.
UNCP held a 13-12 advan
tage in shots on the night,

as well as a 7-4 advantage
in corner kicks. AASU w as
whistled for nine fouls,
compared to eight for the
Braves.
Mayville, in her first start
as a Pirate, registered five
saves in 77 minutes of ac
tion for AASU. Segoviano
made four saves in net for
the Braves.
Burton's 87 career goals
ties her for 11th on the
NCAA Division II all-time
goal scoring chart with
Jannie Nicolaisen of Lynn
University. With her 31st
career assist on Morgan
Mitchell's goal, Burton now
trails FMU's Katie Roberts
by four for the PBC's alltime assist lead.

Vs. Flagler Oct. 29
Last time they played AASU 2008L1-0

Record as of Oct. 27:7-6-1
(3-3-1 PBC)
Oct. 31

Vs. King (Tenn.) Oct. 31
First time they will play AASU
Record as of Oct. 27:6-7-0

AASU Sports Trivia Answers
1.) In 1992, the school's second year in the PBC, t he
Pirates went 27-12 and in 1997 the volleyball squad went
22-10.
2.) The 2007 season saw the Pirates go 16-20 overall
and 5-5 in the PBC.
3.) To start the 2009 season the Pirates went on a four
game win streak from Aug. 28-29.
4.) In 2002 Pirate volleyball went 30-10, the best re
cord in the program's history.
5.) In 1998 the Pirates were a miserable 9-24 overall
and 4-10 in the PBC.
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ENTERTAINMENT

Nov. 2-13: The AASU Department of Art, Music & Theatre presents "Viaje Andina 2009: Art Inspired by Northwest Argentina," a student
study-abroad art exhibition, in the Fine Arts Gallery. Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., weekdays. Admission is free.
Nov. 3:
The AASU Singers and University Chorale perform in concert at 7:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium. General admission is $6.

Vendors showcase at Record and Zine Fair
By Tiffany Thornton
Staff Reporter

SCAD's student newspa
per, the District, and SCAD
Radio presented the Third
Annual Savannah Record
and Zine Fair on Saturday,
Oct. 24, at the Oglethorpe
House ballroom. The fair
offered collectors and fans
the opportunity to buy and
sell music, books, maga
zines, clothing and other
memorabilia. Over 20 ven
dors showed up to offer
their products.
The setting was relaxed
and inviting, as vendors
helped customers pursue
their specific interests and
other customers sorted
through old records looking
for music that would catch
their ears. Some even of
fered to donate records for
vendors to sell.
Those in attendance had a
wide assortment of items to
choose from. Music, old and
new, ranged from country
to hard rock, while funny or
monstrous characters filled
comic pages throughout the
room. SCAD Radio cleared
out its attic, also, selling
their accumulated CDs for
only $1.
One vendor, John Shine
from Monster Music based
in Charleston, S.C., partici
pated in the fair for the first
time. Shine understands the
benefit for his company and
the local area.
"We obviously get to pro
mote ourselves while we're
out here selling our re
cords," Shine said, "plus we
get to move merchandise
that is collectible to specific
vendors that are looking for
it, and we're also taking it to

Desotorow Gallery hopes Savannah artists
will show off the junk in their trunks Oct. 30
By Hannah Morris
Staff Reporter

Photos by Tiffany Thornton

Loose Lucy's was one of the many local businesses putting together a table at the Savannah Record and Zine Fair.

W
Collectors had the chance to obtain

"Scrambles," by Kyle Magnan, was

These paper mache figurines were

rare and underground comics.

one of many comics for sale.

an alternative to records and zines.

new customers."
Zine vendors, selling com
ics and other publications,
had the rare opportunity
to showcase and sell their
work. A newly released
graphic novel by Renee Lott,
"Festering Romance," was
displayed alongside Kyle
Magnan's "Scrambles!"
Illustrators Graham Ab
bot and Hannah Gregus

presented their paper mache characters for the first
time. They came up with
the characters based off il
lustrations they've drawn.
"I wanted to make some
thing fun that I think would
sell," Gregus said.
Abbot and Gregus sold
the eye-catching creatures
along with a booklet of Sean
Connery quotes and carica-

tures. For Shine and oth
ers, the all-day fair was
worth it.
"The turn-out has been
good and steady," Shine
said.
The fair proved to be an
outlet for vendors, collec
tors and the community
to come together and ex
change popular interests.

Savannah is a city
bursting with aes
thetic value. Artis
tic creativity looms
at every corner. A
large part of t his is
due to local artists.
Photo by Hannah Morris
A local art gallery, Desotorow Gallery is located
on DeSoto Ave.,
Desotorow, is com between 40th and 41st Streets.
ing together with
many local artists and small ioned
neighbor-helpingbusinesses to create a buzz neighbor-be-the-best-thataround our art scene and we-can-together atmosphere.
keep the community feeling Everyone is really support
alive.
ive of everyone else. It's very
Savannah's
creativity comfortable."
makes it difficult to find a
Desotorow is always look
gallery that stands out ing for events and activities to
among the rest. Interest promote their services. Years
ingly enough, standing out ago, "Junk in the Trunk" was
above the rest is part of Des created to give artists an af
otorow's M.O.
fordable place to display and
"What sets Desotorow sell their artwork. One vendor
apart from other galleries that will be attending, Nicole
in Savannah is the sense Edge, is thrilled to be able to
of community that exists sell her art.
within the space," said A"I create hand crafted, oldLing Chang, Desotorow's fashioned,
cold-processed
co-director. "We are a vol vegan soaps," Edge said,
unteer-run
organization, "which is a fairly rare method
and people are here because of c rafting and its fun to see
they are committed to sup people react to such old cus
porting artists and getting toms."
involved within the commu
Aside from soaps, there
nity."
will be a wide variety of fine
Part of Desotorow's ap to functional arts, woodwork,
peal is the unique building jewelry, and much more. You
that houses it.
can easily get a head start
"The space we own is very on Christmas shopping with
modest," Chang said, "but these one of a kind pieces.
all of our shows and services
The fact that the event-is
are carried out with the up held around Halloween also
most professional attitude excites everyone involved.
we can offer."
"This year the vendors are
Carrie Padgett, a Deso encouraged to dress up in
torow volunteer, agrees that Halloween costumes," Edge
the atmosphere is what re said, "which should send out
ally drags people in.
a fun vibe to allof the custom
"It is a good feeling," ers."
Padgett said, "an old-fashVendors are able to reserve
a space until 5 p.m. Friday,
Oct. 30. $25 buys vendors
a 10' x 10' space to sell their
work. Vendors keep 100% of
their profits. For more infor
mation, visit www.desotorow.
org.

More than matzah served at 21st annual Savannah s Singing Yeti haunts
Shalom Y'all Jewish Food Festival
River Street this Halloween
By Tabetha Hardy
Staff Reporter

By Margaret Stone
Staff Reporter

Congregation Mickve Israel
held the 21st Annual Shalom
Y'all Jewish Food Festival at
Forsyth Park on Sunday, Oct.
25, from 11to 4 p.m.
"Spectacular day for the
community," Rabbi Arnold
Mark Belzer said. "Great op
portunity for all Savannah to
eat great food,greet each other
and enjoy thesunshine."
Booths were set up from the
playground to Gaston Street.
There were booths at either
end of the park where patrons
could pick up tickets and a
map/menu that detailed the
vendors in attendance.
Foods on the menu included
Israeli salad, meat stuffed cab
bage, hot dogs, Israeli fries,
noodle kugel, apple strudel and
much more.
"The pastrami sandwich was
my favorite," said Shana Olin,
an AASU student and member
of the Jewish community,"and
the blintzes were good too."
Live music and performances
accompanied the food available
for consumption. Savannah
Folk Music Society president
Hank Wiseman played Jewish
and Americanfolk songs, while
the Carolina Klezmer Project
played klezmer music.
"[It's] very much like jazz,"
said Bill Averbach, the singer
and trumpeteer for the group.
Averbach also demonstrated
how to make pickles, while
Maxine Patterson School of
Dance's group, Rhythm in Mo
tion, performed a few Jewi sh
dances.
"It is really great to try an
other culture's food,"said Josie
Streiff, an AASU student, "and
it is really cool to have like a
piece of Lower East Side here in
Savannah, in the DeepSouth."
"The cultural experience was
amazing/'AASU student Chris
Bruce said. "This is my first

Unlike the many cos
tume-clad partiers one
may see this weekend,
guitarist Ford Natirboff |
dons his yeti costume
year-round. A though
you can catch him doing
scissor kicks while sing
ing Outkast, he makes
it clear that he takes his
music to heart.
"Rock and roll saved
my life," Natirboff said.
"Without it T honp«tlv
Photo courtesy of Ford Natirboff
witnout m t nonesuy Savannah's singing Yeti, Ford Natirboff, can
don t think I d be here. pe spotted on River Street this Halloween.
After quitting his
job at TGI Friday's, Natirboff Chancy contacted Natirboff to
moved to Savannah in search facilitate a return visit; as the
of opportunities to perform. Singing Yeti, Natirhoff would
Shortly after the move, Natir help Chancy propose to Kis
boff formed a duo. It was then tler through song. Kistler said
that he first introduced the yes, and Savannah's Singing
yeti character, prompting his Yeti drove the happy couple
neighbor to christen the duo from their wedding just a few
Yeti Spaghetti. After the duo months ago.
disbanded, Natirboff kept the
Natirboff notes this as his
guise and began performing best experience to date. Aside
Bob Marley and Elton John from the entertainment value,
covers in Forsyth Park. His he also enjoys the aspect of
initial performance went so playing in disguise.
well that, for a time,he made a
"It's comforting to play
living as the AbominableBlues music in a costume," Natir
Monster. Some gigs as the Yeti boff said. "You can get honest
require Natirboff to sing for feedback from the crowd. I
up to 8 hours at a time, but he played a frat party forover 100
said the gig also h as personal people as the Yeti. Afterwards,
rewards.
I walked around the crowd as
"My ultimate goal would be myself asking people what they
to play music that gets people thought [of the performance].
out of their shell," Natirboff It was fun."
said.
Aside from the fun aspect,he
Known best for his cover of also explained why he doesn't
Outkast's "Hey Ya!," there ex perform original music as the
ists a precedent to the claim Yeti. In the role of Yeti, he said
that his performance does that no matter what he does,
change lives. Two of t he Yeti- people would laugh. For the
converted include Savannah audience, thelaughter remains
natives. Katie Kistler and Cal a consistent attraction.
Chancy. The pair happened
For anyone attracted to
upon theSinging Yeti perform something a little different this
ing "Hey Ya!" They then posted Halloween, the Abominable
a videoon youtube, which Nat Blues Monster will be perform
irboff s 12-year old cousin dis ing on River Street.
covered. T hrough the cousin,

Hundreds came out to Forsyth Park o n Sunday, Oct. 25, to partake in
both traditional and non-traditional Jewish cuisine.

The day offered residents a chance to step outside their comfort zone.
"The cultural experience was amazing," said AASU stud ent Chris Bruce.

Ftiotos courtesy ot Becky smith

experience to Jewish food and
culture, and I have learned so
much through the JewishFood
Festival."
This communityservicehelps
the synagogue raise money
for outreach activities such a s
Backpack Buddies. Backpack
Buddies helps to feed needy
children on the weekend when
they typically do not havefood.

Online Updates
Continuing coverage of arts
and entertainment in the AASU
community can be found at
theinkweilonline.com.
This weekend's updates:
Extended preview of A
Ghoul's Night Out

The Jinx's Oct. 30 show
features a hexaheader of
tribute bands.
Full preview of the
Savannah Film Festival

The annual festival opens
with opens with a screening
of "The Messenger" on Oct.
31, runs through Nov. 7 and
features early screenings of
several big-budget Hollywood
films.
Review of Masquers'
production of "Dog Sees
God"
Coverage of the
Collaboration Models'Oct.
30 fashion show
Photos from Oct. 30's "Junk
in the Trunk" trunk sale at
Desotorow Gallery
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Gay and lesbian film festival

By Dawn Westin
Staff Reporter

Few individuals can say
they know what goes on at a
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and

fesUvaT ered(LGBT)film
In many ways, the atmo
sphere isn t much different
from that at a conventional
movie theater for a mid
night premiere of, say, the
newest Harry Potter" film
Both events attract people
° share a common inter
est, and in both instances
guests gather to be enter
tained in front of the big
screen.
That was the atmosphere
this past weekend, when the
Savannah Gay and Lesbian
Film Society (SGLFS) pre
sented its inaugural LGBT
Film Festival.
The SGLFS is still in its
early stages of develop

ment, having only existed
for one year. Deb Riney, the
founder and director of the
organization, moved with
Carolyn Bowden to Savan
nah from California, and
the two found themselves
quickly disappointed with
the lack of gay and lesbian
films available in the area.
"After about a year, I fe lt
withdrawal pains," Riney
said.
Rather than accept the
situation, she resolved to
take action and contact
ed the First City Network
about setting up a film or
ganization aimed at cater
ing to Savannah's LGBT
community.
Riney, who describes her
self as a film aficionado,
places faith in the power of
film to raise awareness in a
non-threatening way.
"Rather than try to get

People waited patiently in line to see "Fruit Fly," a musical comedy about a
girl who s known as a "fruit fly" for her close friendships with gay men.

into an ar
gument with
someone
or get into
a
political
dialogue,"
she said, "1
think there's
a huge thing
about
the
power
of
films to be
said."
She also
feels
that
displaying
good quality
^

•

Stay
Entertained
in Savannah
Friday Music...
Positive Mental Trip

The JePson

Photos by Dawn Westin
Center for the Arts' screening room slowly fills during opening night of the LGBT

awai -win- pnm Festival. "There's a huge thing about the power of films," said festival organizer Deb Raney.
ning films
in reputable
Arts located on 207 W. York
Following a late night af
venues helps to clear up Street. The night featured a ter party at Club. One, the
misconceptions about the 14 minute-long Korean film festival picked up where it
nature of LGBT films.
titled "Boy Meets Boy." The left off Saturday at the Little
"Most people here, es silent film, produced entire Theatre of S avannah; three
pecially in Savannah from ly by the Korean Gay Men's almost-sold-out
sessions
the Deep South, think that Human 'Rights Group, is took place throughout the
LGBT means porn, it means void of any dialogue and day, each seating around 70
all kinds of, you know, you relies on both diegetic and guests.
know what things," she nondiegetic music to tell a
Saturday's films included
said.
story which warns against "Drool," a comedy about a
Straight people do come the dangers of hooking up woman who accidentally
out to SGLFS film screen on the street.
kills her husband, buries
ings from time-to-time, she
The film society then him in Savannah, and be
explained.
introduced the audience gins a new life with her new
"They have come up to to "Fruit Fly," a multiple girlfriend, in addition to
me afterwards and said, award-winning
musical "Watercolors" and a num
'Are these the types of films comedy about Bethesda, ber of short films.
you do here?' ... 'We had no a girl who spends much of
Those seeking to obtain
idea. We'll be back.'"
her time with her gay best information regarding fu
Approximately 170 peo friend. She refuses to ac ture screenings hosted by
ple made it out to opening cept the title "fag hag" and the SGLFS can visit sglfs.
night of the film festival at eventually concludes that com.
the Jepson Center for the "fruit fly" suits her better.

Exhibition highlights virtues of studying abroad
By Daniel Amrhein
Staff Reporter

their work to rise.
variety of media includ
For the past two years, in ing digital and traditional
The "Viaje Andina 2009: conjunction with the Valle photography, graphic de
Art Inspired by Northwest Verde Foundation, AASU sign, pastels, and fiber art
Argentina" exhibition is the has offered students the op will comprise the diverse
latest product of the collabo portunity to study abroad body of student work. A
ration between AASU and in northwestern Argentina. video presentation of the
the Valle Verde Foundation. Once there, students and recent trip will also play on
The Valle Verde Founda faculty members complete a loop.
tion—located in the prov service projects and re
In conjunction with the
ince of Salta, Argentina—is. search . the indigenous cul art exhibition, student lec
an organization of artisans ture in a variety ofloeatlorfs, tures^ regarding the trip
committed to the preserva including "The Road of the will be given in the Fine
tion of the cultural heritage Calchaqui Artisans." In par Arts Hall Gallery on Nov.
and artistic traditions of th e ticular, the groups seek to 12. Jenni Ashley will pres
indigenous Calchaqui peo research and document na ent "Festival Ciudad Emerple of the Calchaqui Valley. tive weaving techniques and gente: Contrasts of the Old
Specifically, the foundation collect examples from arti and New" while Sharon
devoted a great deal of effort sans in the area.
Wilson will discuss "The
to maintaining the weaving
The documentation and Calchaqui: Past, Present,
traditions historically found dissemination of these crafts and Future."
throughout the valley.
are critical for their contin
The exhibition and its
Since its conception in ued survival.
related events will provide
1995, the foundation has
"Craft serves as a catalyst students with a glimpse of
greatly improved the quality for community and eco the opportunities available
and authenticity of the area's nomic development," said to them through the study
crafts, as well as improving program director, Professor abroad program. The pro
the lives of its artisans. One Rachel Green. "It preserves gram is open to all students
of the foundation's achieve memories and skills passed and offers the choice of
ments is the establishment of down from generation to four different class credits.
"The Road of the Calchaqui generation. People sense For more information on
Artisans." The road creates a the inherent value in these the program and the grants
central location for the arti objects and want to possess available, contact Rachel
Green at rachel.green@
sans to market their wares. them."
The exhibition will show armstrong.edu.
This not only eliminates the
need to travel to the market case a number of textiles
The exhibition will run from
for these artisans, but it also procured from these tradi
Nov. 2-13 in AASU's Fine Arts
creates a very unique oppor tional Argentinean artisans,
as well as faculty and stu
Hall Gallery. A reception for the
tunity for visitors.
Since many of the artisans dent work inspired by their
show will be held from 5:30live and work along the road, recent trip. Faculty work will
7:30 p.m. on Nov. 12. Student
visitors are better able to ex include landscape paintings
lectures will be given on Nov.
perience the native culture by Green and a series of digi
9 from 12-1 p.m. The gallery,
and study their traditional tal photographs document
which is free and open to the
techniques. The close prox ing three different shrines
imity of artisans increases by the Telfair Museum of
public, is open from 9 a.m. to 5
competition among them, Art's Senior Education Cura
p.m.,
weekdays.
causing the quality level of tor, Harry DeLorme. A wide

Correction from Oct. 22
> the Oct. 22 edition of
e Inkwell, we stated that
ring Oct. 19's Open Mic
ght, spoken-word artist Asia
icussed his mother's death
m cancer,
his is false.
)The Inkwell's knowledge,
ia's mother does not
rrently have cancer and has
ver had cancer in the past,
ia was referring to a close
?nd of his who died from
icer.
/e apologize for the
ifusion, and to Asia's
)ther, who was rather
xked that nobody told her
; had cancer.

Angela Ball at the Telfair

decided to add "Jerk" for
the six guys involved in this
Join the Collaboration year's show.
Models on Oct. 30 at 8 p.m.
Freshman Zarius Walker, a
in the Fine Arts Auditorium new member of th e Collabo
for their Second Annual Fall ration Models, said "Jerk" is
Fashion Show. The theme of guys being jerks to nerds all
this year's show is "Walk the while modeling, with a sur
Walk," which consists of sev prise at the end.
en different scenes: "Birth"It will definitely stand
stone," "Urban Chic," "Pro out," Mallard said.
"Birthstone" and "Essence"
fessional," "Jerk," "Essence,"
inspire creativity, with the
"Western," and "Wedding."
"All scenes are really fun," members creating original
said Brittany Mallard, a re styles for the show. Where
turning member of the Col as "the professional scene
shows the audience how to
laboration Models.
With the exception of dress for business and inter
"Jerk," all of the scenes are view setting," Mallard said.
While the "Birthstone"
named after Barbie collec
tions, in honor of Barbie's and "Essence" scenes feature
50th birthday. The group original creations, fall trends

Positive Mental Trip is Luke
Weiler, a man who describes
himself on his MySpace as "a
straight up one man army of
love." His music is experimental
jam-band goodness and
should play perfectly in the
Bean's relaxed atmosphere.

...and Movie
"Cirque du Freak: The
Vampire's Assistant"
With Halloween around the
corner and Michael Jackson's
"This Is It" as the only major
release of the weekend,
consider checking out "Cirque
du Freak: The Vampire's
Assistant" for a change of pace.
The movie is based on a series
of books, and is intended to
be the first in a series of bigscreen adventures starring
Chris Massoglia as Darren
Shan. In this first installment,
Shan meets a mysterious man
at a freak show and is forced to
become a vampire.

Angela Ball's Oct. 20 poetry reading at the Telfair Museum of Art opened
the Poetry Society of Georgia's 2009-10 Poetry Reading Series.

By Margaret Stone
Staff Reporter

Packing a one-two punch
of academic references and
comedic timing, poet Angela
Ball performed at the Telfair
Museum of Art last Tuesday,
Oct. 20. Her reading opened
the 2009-10 Poetry Read
ing Series presented by the
Poetry Society of Georgia
(PSG) and co-sponsored by
AASU's Language, Litera
ture and Philosophy depart
ment.
PSG president Tony Mor
ris introduced Ball as sassy
but serious. Standing tall
with a curly bob, slacks and
a floor-length tunic, she
took the microphone meek
ly. As she spoke, however,
her asides—the moments in
which her personality shone
through—elicited as much
interest and laughter as the
poems themselves.
"It's nice not to be bound

by literal truth, probability,
or scientific fact," Ball said.
Precisely what Ball de
scribes as lack of 'literal
truth' enhances poems such
as "What to Wear for Di
vorce:"
"Wear something worn
first/ By a wolf."
AASU student Alex Sheri
dan described the perfor
mance as "very clever with a
lot of humor."
Ball's humor continued
into the question-answer
session.
The
audience
learned that she fell in love
with poetry at age 19, when
she discovered writers like
Elizabeth Bishop.
"Keep your sense of hu
mor," Ball said, "and don't
be afraid to be goofy. Light
en up wherever possible."
Anyone interested in at
tending the series can catch
Gordon Osing's performance
on Nov. 17.

Collaboration Models prepare Second Annual Fall Fashion Show
By Desiree Faulkner
Staff Reporter

This Friday is the day before
Halloween, which means that
most people will be staying
in to charge their batteries
for a great time on Saturday.
Don't follow the trend—check
out the Sentient Bean, where
Positive Mental Trip will
be performing. Suggested
donation is $5.

will b e showcased as well in
the "Urban Chic" and "West
ern" scenes.
"Audience members will
see skinny jeans, bright col
ors, rompers, and plaid," said
Melissa
Williams-Adams,
the president of the Collabo
ration Models.
The show aims to ensure
the "audience knows that
fashion can be fun and not
always serious," Mallard
said.
It is sure to be an exciting
time for all, and with only a
$5 admission, it's an afford
able way to do something
different on Friday night.
Proceeds from the event go
towards future Collaboration
Models events and expen

ditures, including t-shirts,
printing, Celebrate AASU
Day and other expenses,
since the groups does not
receive any money from the
school. All s tudents partici
pating in the show provide
the clothing that will be fea
tured.
The organization "pro
motes self-esteem and cre
ativity,"
Williams-Adams
said. The organization con
tains both male and female
members.

The Collaboration Models'
Second Annual Fall Fashion
Show is taking place on Oct.
30 at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts.
Auditorium. Admission is $5.

Pop Art
If you haven't already, take
some time this weekend to
check out the SCAD Museum of
Art. They're currently hosting
"A Warhol Trio: Photos, Prints
and Silver Clouds,"a collection
of photographs taken by Andy
Warhol during the 1970s and
early 1980s. Perhaps most
exciting, the SCAD Museum
of Art is free an<i open to the
public.

Stay Home

"Adult Swim in a Box"
"Adult Swim in a Box," released
on DVD Oct. 27, will provide
the animation fan with enough
viewing material to keep them
indoors for a week. For those
not in the know, Adult Swim
(or [adult swimj) is a late-night
block of programming on
Cartoon Network that caters to a
more mature audience.
The box set is a great crosssample of [adult swimj's unique
content, and contains seasons
of six different shows, including
"Aqua Teen Hunger Force,"
"Metalocalypse"and "Robot
Chicken."
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Services Greg Surrette said,
the new Pharos program is
part of AASU's new initiative
in trying to make the campus
'green.'
To help reduce waste, stu
dents are asked to always pre
view their paper at the print
ing station. This will allow
students to remove any excess
blank pages, which often print
at the end of their documents,
right at the queue.
The first step inutilization of
the Pharos Printing program
is getting an updated Pirate ID
Card.
To get a card, students are
required to go to the Pirate
Card Office in room 214 lo
cated in the Memorial College
Center (MCG) on the second
floor above the coffee shop.
Valid photo identification,
such as a passport or military
ID, should be presented at
that time. Students can set up
an account there that will en
able them to add additional
funds to their card if they need
to print more pages than their
credit allows them.
Students that want to add
money from their credit cards
to their accounts can do this
at any time by using the Lane
Library's Pirate Express ter
minal inLane Li- BSBHH
brary or through I
the Bursar Office IHMHHi
in Burnett Hall.
After filling
out a Pirate Card
AgreementForm,
students can use
their card on
campus without
being charged a
user fee.
Each semester
students are al
lotted $8.80 to
their Pirate Card
that is paid for
by their tuition
technology fees.
At $.08 a page,
jff f'f,
students
can ,
print 110 pages.
The only dif
ference
from
past semesters
they will face is
during the final
printing stage.
Instead of typing in their Pi
rate identification name and
pass code, they will be asked
to save their document under
a unique name and assign it a
password.
This information will be
used at the printer station once
the student is ready to receive
their documents.
Students swipe their new
Pirate Card at the printer to
make their payment. Once

The Inkwell
the card is recognized, a
queue will appear on the
screen.
Selection of the cor
rect document will lead
them to a screen asking
for their recently created
password. After these few
simple steps, their paper
work will begin to print.
Cardholders are asked
to log off after they are
done with their printing.
This will ensure that their
card is not accidentally
charged by the next stu
dent that uses the system.
Throughout fall semes
ter, there are plans to ac
tivate Pharos in rooms
University Hall 112, Sci
ence Hall 129, Ashmore
Hall 228, as well as the
Lane Library and the
Writing Center in Gamble
Hall.
In the distant future,
Surrette said, they hope
to expand the use of the
Pirate Card to grant en
trance to certain buildings
and allow access to cam
pus events.
Further
information
about Pharos Printing
program can be found
through the CIS website at
www.cis.armstrong.edu.

Live Music Series

at Armstrong Atlantic State University

Auto insurance Services
SAVE $$$ SAVE $$$ SAVE $$$
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR AUTO INSURANCE BY VISITING US
ON THE WEB AT www.AutolnsuranceSavannah.com

UNIVERSITY CHORALE
AND CHAMBER SINGERS
November 3
7:30 p.m. • AASU Fine Arts Auditorium
$6 general admission
AASU students FREE w/Pirate Card
Program includes music by Copland, Park, Durante
and a new piece by Savannah musician Forrest Starling.

Tickets available
At the AASU Fine Arts Box Office, noon to 3 p.m., weekdays
By phone during box office hours, 344.2801
Online at www.finearts.armstrong.edu/ticketsales.html

Two Locations:

Funded in p art by the AASU Student Government Association

13015 Abereom St, Savannah | 9
12-921-4561
(Across from Armstrong Atlantic State University; next to Huddle House)

16 Harrell Drive, Garden City 1912-964-8000

Department of Art, Music & Theatre • 344.2801

Armstrong Atlantic State University Department of Art, Music & Theatre

ff no t, then ca8 m at

925-8416

FREE admission w/PirateCard. Visit the Fine Arts Box Office,

The Full Monty, February 2009

r
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Board (CUB) as a group
to present themselves and
their constitution, which
was ratified on Oct. 21.
Under their constitution,
the group will not collect
dues, and membership is
based on attendance of
meetings. Anyone who attends five
meetings per
year and is in good stand-

ing with the university will be
considered a voting member
of the group.
The date of when the group
will meet with CUB has not
been decided, but Fodera said
Moyer is pushing for mid-November.
After the group is accepted,
Fodera said she hopes that
they will be a legitimate and
long-lasting campus-organi-

lemons

in

912 344.2801 <12 noon to 3 p.m.. weekdays)
www.finearts.armstrong.edu/ticketsales.html
AASU Jenkins Hall

zation.
Funded by AASU's Student Government Association
Gonn&ct
For
more
Connect Savannah is AASU Theatre program's media sponsor
—
information
on the Libertarian party, visit meet once a month and their
www.lp.org.
next meeting is scheduled
To get involved with the for Nov. 4 in the Hawes Hall
AASU College Libertarians, Reflectory,
Handbell Ringers Wanted!
look for them on Facebook
If
you read music, the I0H
by typing Armstrong AtlanUMC is looking for additional
tic College Libertarians in the
search box.
members. C all Kevin at (912)
AASU College Libertarians

THE STRENGTH
TO HEAL and
Ic-am

Week of October 29,2009

oovra,

The pride you'll feel in being a doctor increases
dramatically when you care for our Soldiers and their
Families. Courage is contagious. Our Health Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) helps you reach your goal by
providing full tuition, money towards books and lab fees, a
$20,000 sign-on bonus, plus a monthly stipend of $1,992.
To learn more about the U.S. Army Health Care Team
call a Healthcare Recruiter at 352-376-0408, email
983G@usarec.army.mil, or visit
healthcare.goarmy.com/info/mchpsp1.

ARMY STRONG,

Classifieds

351-9223!

